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Introduction and Objectives

For the development of different materials it is a very important step to develop production technology and to understand their formation processes. The aim of my experimental work was to study the formation mechanisms of different structures grown in vacuum or low gas pressure and to clarify the questions left open in the literature in case of these materials. I have studied and explained the following problems as a function of production parameters. First, the development of layers with elementary composition (3D Ni and 2D graphene). Second, the formation of compound AlN layers. The last part of my theses shows in the phase separation in CrN/Si$_3$N$_4$ composite layers. In the case of graphene deposited on $<$111$>$ oriented Ni substrate it was not clear how the existence of nickel domains / grains rotated around the $<$111$>$ axis can affect the growth, quality and faults of graphene, and how are these influenced by the grow parameters. Similarly, it was an open question, how we can control the formation and size of the developed turbostratic carbon with the experimental parameters during the graphene deposition on $\{111\}$ Ni grown on a sapphire substrate, and how we can determine their formation above the defects found in the nickel substrate. Several different results and various models are present in the literature for AlN growth as a function of the preparation procedure. I tried to sort out these changes with a systematic variation of the pressure. I clarified the question of CrN/Si$_3$N$_4$ layers if it is possible to form a fine nanostructure (3D nanocomposite) with a composition completely different from that known at super-hard materials.

To achieve my goal, several structural analysis methods were used (in addition to methods of production). For the investigated 3D materials the experimental methods (TEM, HRTEM, EFTEM, AFM, STM, XRD, SEM/EBSD) available in our country were sufficient to perform the investigations. However, for studying the atomic arrangements in 2D graphene Cs-corrected HRTEM was also used, which is only available (with scholarship) abroad at the moment.

The first known 2D material which is stable at room temperature is graphene. Several methods have been developed for the production of high-quality defect-free graphene for electronic application, however this problem has not been completely resolved. One of the most promising methods of preparation could be vapor deposition of carbon from methane to copper substrate. The advantage of copper substrate is that it is a good catalyst, which means that a large proportion of methane decomposes on the copper surface about 900$^\circ$C temperature. Another important feature with respect to the graphene growth is that copper does not dissolve the carbon. As a result, the carbon decomposed from the methane remains
on the surface of the substrate and after the formation of a single layer of graphene the methane decomposition process stops, because the graphene is a much worse catalyst than the copper. Due to that the growth of graphene on the copper surface is a self-regulating process. However, the copper substrate has two disadvantages. First, the Cu melting temperature is close to the deposition temperature, so the surface can be corrugated. Second, grain boundaries can be formed in the graphene, because difficult to control the orientation of the graphene. Another commonly used metal substrate for graphene deposition is nickel. On this substrate it is much more difficult to form single layer graphene, because Ni dissolves carbon atoms at the conventional deposition temperatures. However, its melting point is higher than copper and the graphene lattice can be fitted well to the Ni {111} plane. Single layer graphene could be grown only on single crystal nickel (not on polycrystalline nickel because at grain boundaries more carbon is solved than at the bulk and during the cooling period more carbon dissolved to substrate surface and at these areas graphite or turbostratic carbon might be formed). The orientation relationships between the nickel {111} and the graphene were studied predominantly with LEED in the literature. The LEED study was significantly affected by the presence of turbostratic carbon, so it could not fully confirm the existence of the epitaxial grow between the nickel {111} and the graphene if turbostatic carbon was also formed. For the formation of thicker turbostratic carbon the twin boundaries in the nickel substrate were suspected, however this was not proved experimentally. In the present dissertation the orientation relationship between the Ni {111} and the graphene were examined under conditions where usually turbostratic carbon formation was observed in the literature. It was shown that coherent single layer graphene can be grown in several µm² area in such conditions. In my work, another aim was to examine the relationship between the formation of turbostratic carbon and the structural defects in the nickel {111} substrate.

For graphene deposition, <111> oriented nickel substrates produced in different ways were used in the literature. The use of single-crystal nickel is too expensive, so other single crystal substrates are used to grow thin layers nickel for graphene growth. Single crystal sapphire {0001} is one of the substrates, which are preferred to grow nickel with <111> orientation, due to the 4-9% misfit between the Ni {111} and the sapphire {00001} planes. However, the exact orientation relationships between the sapphire and the nickel were not investigated. The surface morphology of the nickel layer deposited on a sapphire {0001} substrate is very diverse as observed by AFM in the literature. There are observations of 30-70 nm pits on the surface of the nickel and 30-40 nm deep trenches are also observed. The formation of this diverse surface morphology is poorly investigated or based only on assumptions. Cross-
sectional samples have not been studied to understand the problem and to confirm the assumptions. In my dissertation the investigation of the orientation relationship between the nickel \{111\} layer and the sapphire \{0001\} substrate are shown, and the mechanism of the development of different orientations is discussed. The diverse surface morphologies, also observed in the literature, were studied in cross-sectional TEM specimens and the reasons of their formation were identified.

The use of the nitrides has a wide variety. One application could be the super-hard coatings. To develop superhard composites, two-phase nanocomposite system should be grown with thin crystalline grains with the diameter of a few nanometers in an amorphous matrix. For the hardest composites it was assumed, that only monolayer thick amorphous (Si-N) layer separates the crystalline (typically TiN) particles. In other hard layers Cr was used instead of the Ti. In the case of superhard titan nitride composites it was important to get a proper structure by using oxygen-free target, this makes very difficult to manufacture these types of layers. Other, less expensive, simpler, easier to use industrial methods are under development, for that, it is important to understand the structure and formation of this new composite materials. Based on previous studies of the Cr-Si-N system, the maximum hardness was reached at 2-3 at.% Si content. The phase separation between the amorphous Si-N and crystalline CrN has not been shown experimentally. We achieved a similar (though not super) hardness with significantly higher Si ratios by sputtering from sintered Cr-Si targets. In the dissertation I show the experimental proof of the phase separation of these layers.

In addition to the application as super-hard materials, nitrides (for example AlN) also have numerous other uses and there may be new areas too. For the widest range of use it is also necessary to be able to produce structures with different phases although with the same composition. In my dissertation, structure and formation mechanism are studied in thin layers prepared by various method as a function of a systematic set of parameters.

The dissertation begins with a literature summary about the production of graphene, the growth of \(<111>\) oriented nickel layers on single crystal sapphire and about hard composite coatings and the growth of the observed AlN metastable cubic phase. This is followed by a general description of the techniques used during the growth processes and the examination methods applied in my work. My own results are in section 5, which is divided into four major parts:

- Ni spattering onto single crystal sapphire substrate
- Preparation and characterization of graphene grown on \{111\} nickel surface
- Structural study of AlN thin layers formed by Pulsed laser deposition
Investigation of CrN/Si$_3$N$_4$ nanocomposite structures.

In the first subchapters of each of the four parts the growth conditions of the layers and the methods applied in the investigation are summarized. In the following subchapters, the results are presented, and in last subchapters the results are interpreted and summarized.

**Ph.D. Theses**

1. a) I showed that the sputtered Ni layer grows epitaxial to the $\langle 0001 \rangle$ oriented sapphire substrate, and the nickel $\{111\}$ planes grow parallel with the sapphire $\{0001\}$ planes. However, two alternative orientation of Ni can grow epitaxial to the sapphire substrate which are rotated to each other with 30° (that can be formulated symmetry equivalently as 90°). Either the $\{110\}$ planes of nickel (“A” orientation) or its $\{211\}$ planes (“B” orientation) can grow parallel to the sapphire $\{30-30\}$ planes.

   b) According to my interpretation the "A" type of orientation is energetically favorable in case of thinner layers and in the nucleation period, due to its low interfacial energy, which is lower than the interfacial energy for the "B" orientation. At the "A" orientation the misfit is -9.29% between the nickel and the sapphire lattice, while in the "B" type orientation it is +4.68%, which means that the "B" orientation stores less elastic energy, so this orientation will be more favorable in the case of larger crystals or thicker layer. In accordance with this interpretation, my experiments have shown that it is possible to control the emerging orientation with the control of the parameters which influence the nucleation density, the recrystallization and growth subsequent to coalescence and I was able to produce nickel layer with only one orientation (and its twin orientation) [S1].

2. a) I showed that the varied surface morphologies formed on the Ni $\{111\}$ layer sputtered on sapphire $\{0001\}$ plane are caused by the grains with different orientations in the nickel layer. In these layers only two types of grain boundaries are present: the high-energy grain boundaries between the "A" and "B" type orientations which are rotated to each other with 30° and twin boundaries. The 5-40 nm deep trenches always form in such layers over the grain boundaries.

   b) The 50-70 nm deep dents formed under special growth conditions (750°C substrate temperature and 5.7 Å/s growth rate) appeared within the single-oriented surface area where a subsurface grain with 100-200 nm lateral extension and the other orientation was overgrown by the dominant orientation. In these layers the rare grains with "B" orientation are located at the sapphire/Ni interface with 100-200 nm lateral size and they are surrounded by grains with "A" orientation. During growth the impurities are swept to the grain boundaries, where they
hinder the growth of the drop-shaped "B" orientated grains. The observed 50-70 nm deep dents were formed due to the time required by the lateral growth, because the Ni atoms are less likely built into the lattice at the area covered with more impurity, and so they are more likely to migrate to cleaner areas [S1].

3. a) I showed that graphene can be grown dominantly epitaxially on nickel \{111\} surface above 900°C (in contrast to earlier literature) with chemical vapor deposition (CVD) (during the growth argon 1 l/min, hydrogen 3.7 l/min and methane 0.1 l/min gas mixture was used, the deposition was 5 minutes long).

   b) Graphite flakes were formed over the graphene during the deposition and the cooling period, if the carbon concentration was sufficiently increased due to the carbon segregated from the nickel to the surface. The carbon concentration can be controlled by the use of hydrogen during the deposition and cooling (with 1.5 l/min of argon and 0.5 liter/min of hydrogen gas mixture, the cooling rate was 16°C/min), which prevents the formation or preservation of the amorphous carbon on the surface of the graphene.

   c) Larger and thicker (several nanometer) graphene flakes were formed above the nickel high-energy grain boundaries and the incoherent twin boundaries’ high-energy sections where more carbon can be solved into the substrate. It was possible to suppress the formation of smaller flakes (compared with the flakes formed above the high-energy grain boundaries) with the use of appropriate deposition parameters above the defect-free Ni surface with \(<111>\) orientation, as well as above the regular incoherent twin boundaries [S2].

4. I showed that thin layers with three different phases can be grown on a Si \{100\} substrate by pulsed laser deposition (3 Hz pulse frequency) from AlN target, by systematically varying the nitrogen gas pressure (10^{-4} Pa, 0.1 Pa, 10 Pa). Polycrystalline hexagonal AlN layers were grown in low pressure (10^{-4} Pa) nitrogen gas with the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface. Amorphous AlN layer may form in 0.1 Pa nitrogen gas pressure. Amorphous AlN layer with small (4-5 nm) cubic AlN nano particles can be formed in 10 Pa nitrogen gas pressure. The fact that an amorphous layer is grown in the medium pressure can be explained by the energy loss due to the collisions, and by the formation of few atomic clusters in the gas space, while the appearance of metastable cubic particles at high pressure can be attributed to the formation of larger clusters in the gas space [S3, S4].

5. I showed that phase separation can form a two-phase nanocomposite system when a sintered target of 65 at.% Cr and 35 at.% Si (so a dramatically different composition than what is known to produce super-hard materials) is sputtered in nitrogen at 600°C temperature. For this system I was the first to show experimentally that the sputtered layer consists of CrN.
crystals with diameter of 5-8 nm separated by a 0.5-2 nm thick amorphous matrix, rich in Si, possibly silicon nitride [S5].
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